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From the finger waves of the passionate 1910s to the beehive of the rebellious 1960s, retro
hair has enjoyed a resurgence. Vintage Hair styles presents all of the tools, techniques, and
step-by-step instructions needed to achieve eye-catching searches for every occasion.
Featuring a history of beauty developments by the years, a listing of must-have hair products,
and projects for making chic hair accessories, Classic Hairstyles showcases classic beauty with
a fresh twist. Trendsetters, hairstylists, and fashionistas will like creating elegant updos for
particular events or playful curls for everyday excursions.
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... No hair cutting tips, only how to set. I dress in pin-up clothes pretty frequently and a very
important factor I always have problems with is the hair. This is a book on basic techniques, but
I expected more hairstyles. I've admittedly got better at it, but let's face it, in case you are as
awful as I am at doing hair in general, victory rolls and holding pin curls can be intimidating
and appear impossible. We was pretty disappointed, I really wanted to discover ways to .
Besides that I guess if you really want to know the obvious styles back again in the days (for
beginners) it's a fairly good publication, it explains all the products and tools they used. It's
heavily illustrated and beautifully laid out as well as simple to read and adhere to along. Not
enough photos or info - waste materials of money that is pretty pointless as a how-to guide. it
gives you a couple methods and not enough photos. Great quality..For instance, for several
designs the only shot of the design the model is wearing hats. that is a hair styling guide - it
kinda helps to find the hair. I believe the authors simply expected people to consider the
pictures and not attempt the design.I'm restraining myself from giving it one star. EASILY want
more designs and ideas to choose from, or I would like to pair a part of one look with another,
I turn to Vintage Hairstyles for tips. Great Reserve! No comb out guidelines either, only how to
set.this might be the biggest waste of money for a kindle book I've spent. and easily really do
hate it like I think I do. The curls arrived smooth and manageable, not really crunchy and over
worked well like some units I've done! I thought this publication was a guide on how best to
create vintage hairstyles but instead it's more of a brief history of it.For me, the most helpful
part of the book was the section on bangs, or leading part of a hairdo. I was pretty
disappointed, I must say i wanted to discover ways to perform barrel waves but it doesn't show
step-by-step on how best to do it. There is also a good selection of full updos for more formal
appears.I also have Classic Hairstyling by Lauren Rennels, and I must say i feel like these two
books compliment one another. Vintage Hairstyling does a great job of providing
comprehensive details and images of how to perform different curling methods, the directions
to roll them, etc. In addition, it goes into fine detail about how exactly to roll and arranged
hair for a handful of different “complete” appears and updos. The directions are very clear,
and this book was my go to for getting a good deal with on technique. I certainly love having
both." Every style starts with shoulder length hair. I'll sleep on it. Marilyn's brief midi cut; I gave
her this book for her birthday and she used it for herself and her close friends at her 50s party.
They all decked out in 50s clothes, had her mother do their hair in an antique style, visited a
diner for dinner, and then went roller skating! She loves this book and this concept! short
bouffant 60s bobs. Maybe I'm an excessive amount of a novice, but I still found many of the
directions just a little hard to follow. Also, I wished to try to recreate hairstyles from a specific
decade, but the majority of the hair styles aren't identified as a particular decade. I actually
found the few notes on makeup more helpful than the instructions for hair styles. I'm sort of
bummed I spent cash on this book. Most of the information could possibly be easily found on
the Internet. I guess I was just searching for something a bit more specific, both in the history of
specific years and more broken down instructions for the hair styles. It's okay. No matter how
hard I try, I could never appear to get the locks right. It's filled with filler that is not actually
"Vintage Hairstyles. It shows how to curl with different kinds of rollers, hair straightening iron, and
curling iron. Three different styles of bangs. Three different webpages on adding a flower.
There's a good page displaying you a ponytail. There's information on tools, some hair styles,
hats, headscarves, glasses, and makeup. If I want detailed notes on how best to do a specific
roll, I look here. Not very detailed Much less detailed as I wished for. The Italian cut (Gina
Lollobrigida, Audrey Hepburn from Roman Holiday); My 16-year-old granddaughter loved it



My 16-year-previous granddaughter loves to dress up, in any style but especially in 50s style
clothing. Disapointed Many of the evaluations said this was a good book for newbies. There's
none of this in here.. Acquired some neat i formation and history on hair styles! I tried among
the pin curl concepts and utilized their comb-out suggestions, the best fortune I've had with a
set like this. This book is fantastic if you know the fundamentals of vintage hairstyles and so are
looking for more ideas. Great little reference reserve for doos of . A well illustrated publication
that I look at a good expense. I'll use over and over. This book begins with create ups of the
locks fashions of the different decades.. quite often and it's partial. The publication does a
pleasant job of giving historic notes on the appears and makeup for every time frame (1910
through 1960s) which is exceptionally ideal for those who are looking to know more in what
was worn in the time. The style in front is an instant way to provide most normal curly hair styles
that vintage feel, and I wanted some variation. It lets you know the tools you will need to
produce the appears you desire and there are actually pictures showing just how to do
certain techniques! Ok, but you are better looking on line. This book had some interesting
ideas but nothing new that you couldn't have already learned from online sources. They could
have done some really fine shorter hairstyles. book while it was on sale and I'm so glad I
scooped it up when I did I purchased this book while it was on sale and I'm so glad We
scooped it up when I did. I'll change it. But the makeup and accessories were great! No all of
the hairstyles are historically accurate. But the makeup and accessories were great! Great
quality. I anticipate trying some of the up-do's.. Easy To Use Tips for the present day Vintage
Diva I love this book with easy style ideas I started using right away. I especially dislike how
you do not see the finished design. Great little reference publication for doos of the old days!?
Nice. Very detailed vintage hair styles with pictures & guidelines. Nice. Really cute! Actually
cute book! Got for my 19 year aged and she enjoyed it! With instructions about cuts, setting
techniques, styling tips. One Star Not a good book
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